
 

 

Massimo Bottura:  
Italy and France, two of the most important cuisines in the world, they passed a law against food waste. 
 
Marion Kane:  
It’s illegal to waste food by supermarkets and restaurants. 
 
Massimo Bottura:  
Yes. It is illegal. It’s incredible. Now even the UK are approaching this kind of method. Pope Francis is 
mentioning… 
 
Marion Kane:  
Yeah, the pope endorsed it and encouraged it. You don’t get higher than that. 
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Marion Kane: 
Massimo Bottura’s restaurant Osteria Francescana in Modena, Italy, has three Michelin stars and was 
named World’s Best Restaurant in 2016. Now this charismatic chef wants to give back. His passions 
these days are feeding the homeless and waging war on food waste. I’m Marion Kane, Food Sleuth® and 
welcome to “Sittin In the Kitchen®”. Massimo’s big idea is the Refettorio, a dining hall where he and 
other dedicated chefs make delicious meals from discarded food at Expo 2015 in Milan. That welcoming 
place continues to operate while others replicate the model elsewhere in Italy and other countries. I 
spoke with Massimo in Toronto. I began by showing an article I wrote decades ago. 
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Marion Kane:  
Massimo I want to show you something. That’s me in 1992. 
 
Massimo Bottura:  
Oh, my God. That’s cool. You look fabulous. 
 
Marion Kane: 
(laughs). 
 
Massimo Bottura:  
Oh, my God.  
 
Marion Kane: 
A friend made me a dress of cabbage leaves. It’s called “How to be a Green Cuisine Queen.” It’s dated 
1992 in the Toronto Star and I talked about recycling food. 
 
Massimo Bottura:  
Wow. You were a pioneer on all this… 
 
Marion Kane:  
Thank you. 
 



 

 

Massimo Bottura: 
 … and 860 million people they don’t have anything to eat and you have 1.3 billion tonnes of food 
wasted every year. This is not acceptable in 2017. 
  
Marion Kane:  
You are on a mission to educate people. You’ve educated me. I watched the documentary on 
Netflix Theater of Life and it moved me and taught me so much.  
 
Massimo Bottura:  
65 of the most influential chefs in the world flew to Milan. 
 
Marion Kane: 
For six months? 
 
Massimo Bottura:  
Six months. Loading the trucks at 9 in the morning with the inevitable food waste from the universal 
exposition or some from the supermarket close to the Refettoria, the soup kitchen, and we were 
inspired by what we had to create amazing meals for these people. 
 
Marion Kane:  
These people being homeless people in Milan ... 
 
Massimo Bottura: 
And refugees … 
 
Marion Kane:  
And refugees … 
 
Massimo Bottura:  
And migrants. 
 
Marion Kane:  
You featured vignettes from six people’s lives that were so moving and touching and heartbreaking 
actually and heartwarming at the end. How did you make the food – transform it into delicious food that 
you served to how many people each day? 
 
Massimo Bottura: 
We are still serving 100 people every day as we are doing in Modena, in Bologna, in Rio de Janeiro and in 
London because we opened London the 5th of June. Because we don’t believe in pop-up but we believe 
in real projects that stay forever and because in my mind I thought we want to do a Refettorio. 
Leonardo da Vinci did it 500 years ago when he painted The Last Supper so that’s why we involve the 
most important artists for each place, designer and architects. We need beauty. Through beauty we can 
rebuild the dignity of the people. We can create a great hospitality. We can transform the old 
neighbourhood and it’s an element of change, especially in a neglected neighbourhood. 
  
Marion Kane:  
Among the chefs were Alain Ducasse, Mario Batali, Ferran Adrià. Big name chefs and two Canadian chefs 
were there – Jeremy Charles and John Winter Russell. 



 

 

Massimo Bottura:  
Yes. Even two Canadians they were coming constantly. Alan Young and Jessica Roswell, they are part of 
my team and they were volunteering every time I need it. 
 
Marion Kane:  
The result of this project is a book called Bread is Gold, Massimo Bottura & Friends by Phaidon Press and 
it’s a beautiful book! I have a thousand cookbooks in my house. I was a food editor for Canada’s largest 
newspaper for 18 years and this is among the best books I’ve ever seen. It has beautiful artwork, 
biographies, profiles of the chefs and recipes that work. 
 
Massimo Bottura:  
They work. We did try every single recipe one by one. It was an unbelievable work. 
 
Marion Kane:  
I know it is. 
 
Massimo Bottura: 
Yeah. We wrote down the book extraordinary meals with ordinary ingredients because I stopped calling 
it waste and start calling it ordinary ingredients because they were ordinary ingredients. Because brown 
bananas, breadcrumbs, overripe tomatoes are ordinary ingredients you know? 
 
Marion Kane: 
You have a food memory that you always talk about, about your grandmother making you some dish at 
bedtime. 
 
Massimo Bottura: 
 Yeah. That’s the first inspiration that made me think about breadcrumbs and explain why the title is 
called Bread is Gold. My favourite meal before going to bed was… 
 
Marion Kane: 
As a child? Warm milk? 
 
Massimo Bottura: 
A warm cup of milk with chocolate or a little bit of coffee, breadcrumbs and a little bit of sugar. That was 
my favourite meal before going to bed.  
 
Marion Kane:  
I was particularly taken with the banana recipes in this book. 
 
Massimo Bottura: 
I approach this in a very humble way and I have learned so much that I brought my experience in Brazil. 
When I landed for the first week I’ve seen so many chefs in the Refettorio peeling bananas and bananas 
and bananas because they were unloading trucks of bananas and I was in shock about that. But the day I 
had to open the Refettorio without gas, without water, without anything - not even electricity. I had in 
mind to serve some pasta because I’m Italian and I said I’m going to homage to these people with some 
special pasta and I choose the carbonara one. But I didn’t have enough bacon so what I did I 
transformed the banana peel into bacon and no one – no one – said something like, “Oh, my, what is 



 

 

this?” or whatever. Every single people enjoyed so much and they taste the banana peel so crunchy and 
so smoky. 
 
Marion Kane:  
Did you fry it? 
 
Massimo Bottura:  
First I froze the banana peel then I put in the oven directly and almost dehydrate it then I fry that then I 
smoke that. 
 
Marion Kane:  
It’s amazing what you can do. I made six things from the book and each one of them was delectable. I 
made the Breadcrumb Cake from John Winter Russell. It’s delicious and so easy. You toast the stale 
bread. Stale bread should not be thrown out. It has many uses. 
 
Massimo Bottura:  
I always say this. It’s extremely important to have a dialogue with your products. You are cooking. You 
are touching them. You have to understand what kind of product you have in your hands. Then you can 
ask questions. What you can do for me? If it’s just baked you can serve it at the table. The smell is 
amazing. You have a great result. If it’s one they hold you have to think about what you can do and how 
the bread can react to eat. For example, if you toast it you can make an amazing bruschetta. If you grill it 
and you crush it you can go with a panzanella. 
 
Marion Kane:  
It’s a tomato salad. 
 
Massimo Bottura:  
 It’s a tomato salad… 
 
Marion Kane:  
With bread. 
 
Massimo Bottura:  
… with bread and onions and like Tuscany-style a lot of olive oil. Actually the pungent olive oil 
called primolio. But if it’s three days old you can grate it and make noodles out of that with mixing with 
some Parmigiano, some eggs, a little bit of nutmeg and breadcrumbs. You make the dough very quick. 
You squeeze into the squeezer for mashed potato inside the chicken broth and it’s going to come out 
the most delicious noodle you could ever taste and it’s my daughter’s favourite meal. 
 
Marion Kane:  
I must mention the banana peel chutney which I made yesterday. The Brazilians are under David Hertz, 
Gastromotiva – that’s a movement to use food for social change. 
 
Massimo Bottura:  
Exactly. I love David because his first goal was to help the women out of poverty from jail, from the 
ghetto, from the favelas, and teach them jobs and introduce them to real life. This is amazing. I said, 
“This guy can be the perfect partner for us.” Actually they are. Their refettorio in Brazil is a light in the 
middle of Lapa, one of the most problematic neighbourhoods in Rio de Janeiro. It’s something that is 



 

 

more beautiful than ever because I transferred my obsession on cleaning, on keeping everything in 
order to these guys and now it’s …  I receive video almost every week showing me how everything is 
perfect. Even better than before. 
  
Marion Kane: 
The stories from the homeless people and the refugees were sometimes tragic. There was a Nigerian 
refugee who was a single mother who had been brutalized in her home country. Do you think you have 
effected change in their lives? 
 
Massimo Bottura:  
This is one of my goals. In London Day, we served the meal to a 92-years old lady asked for a 
microphone and she said, “This is one of the most beautiful places I’ve ever seen. Thank you very much 
for your generosity. This place is going to create community and I can die very happy.” Wow. It was very 
strong. For us it’s like, yes, this is the goal that we want. This is what we want. First of all there’s fighting 
waste and transfer the knowledge to the people, to the volunteers. But if you related our goal with 
refugees, with the homeless, with the people that live on the street, rebuilding the dignity - it’s about 
that. Rebuilding the dignity means also serving an amazing three-courses meal. As they said to Andrew 
Jacobs in interview, some of these people for the New York Times, they said, “It’s the first time in our 
life that we were treated like a human being. We felt like prince and princess.” This is the point. 
 
Marion Kane: 
Food waste is a big topic these days. Anthony Bourdain has made a documentary… 
 
Massimo Bottura: 
Yeah, I know. 
 
Marion Kane: 
Wasted and he advocates and the people advocate global solutions and individual solutions. Individuals 
can compost, number one. 
 
Massimo Bottura: 
Yes. 
 
Marion Kane:  
Number two – don’t buy so much food… 
 
Massimo Bottura: 
Exactly. My best recipe is that. My best recipe when they ask me is, “Buy the right amount of food for 2-
3 days. Dedicate half an hour to yourself. Buy seasonal food. Get close to your butcher, to your artisan 
cheesemakers, to the people they own the shop they are going to suggest you always the best. You’re 
going to each much better and you’re gonna save money. You’re not gonna waste anything. This is the 
best recipe. 
 
Marion Kane: 
In a nutshell, you’ve summed it up.  
 
Massimo Bottura:  
And if you can transfer a little bit of joy and a smile everything is fine.  



 

 

Marion Kane: 
I thank you for your inspiration. 
 
Massimo Bottura: 
Thank you very much. Thank you. 
 
Marion Kane:  
And your movie and your book. Thank you. 
 
Massimo Bottura:  
Thank you very much. Thanks everyone. Oh, that was a good interview. My God, it was like this! Whew. 
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Marion Kane: 
That was my conversation with chef Massimo Bottura. His lovely book Bread is Gold is packed with top-
notch recipes. His stunning documentary Theater of Life tells the story of the Milan Refettorio and the 
people who ate there. I’m Marion Kane, Food Sleuth®. You can find more stories like this one 
at marionkane.com and Apple Podcasts. Thank you for listening. 
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